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Table 2

     Gender: Coding Scheme for Analysis of Moral Development in Written Comments
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Code Value Criteria Examples
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
1 Surprised; Dichotomous thinking; I am very angry that there is so much discrimination

Use stereotype; Male=Female against women. I was totally unaware that there was
discrimination; Blame men; Women so much going on. I was under the impression that
should act differently; Oh, well, today women and men are treated equally. I guess
always been this way. I was wrong.

2 Surprised at extent; Minimal I can’t believe how differently that men and women
context; Stereotypes exist; are treated. It is disturbing to think that because I am
Media manipulates; Problem and a woman that I will be treated different from a man,
how do I cope with it? even if I knew the same amount about the job, the car,

or what ever it may be.

3 Not surprised; Context thinking; I guess the worst part is that sex discrimination of this
Stereotypes can change; Problem type can’t really be proven. Therefore, as long as
in society; Media contributes. negative stereotypes exist, this type of thing will

probably continue. As a man, I find this pretty
inexcusable. If I were a female, I would’ve been
disgusted...

4 Not surprised; Systemic thinking; The video proved that these negative stereotypes exist
Stereotypes constructed over and are powerfully affecting women. Maybe if the
time/generations; System/culture people seeking employees were female, the results
problem; Race/age discrimination. would have been different. But with the way things

are going, women don’t have that chance. In a way, this
evidence doesn’t surprise me. If I were a male, I
probably would react the same and consider the
treatment to be unfair.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Table 3
    Sexual Orientation: Coding Scheme for Analysis of Moral Development in Written Comments
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Code Value Criteria Examples
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
1 Facts; “Other” or “Exactly Same”; It was interesting to hear the things that they had to say.
 Personal reaction; Humor/style I am glad they said it in a humorous way. If it had

only; Sex act focus; Faith-based been real serious I probably would have been less
rationale for homophobia. interested.

2 Homophobia mentioned; “Human too, I have respect for the panel that we had
just different preference”; today just for having the nerve to talk
Minimum tolerance (don’t agree, about it. I am not one that usually
but do respect); Commend bravery agrees with it but I do have respect.
only; Panel as learning process;
Real people; actual life stories.

3 Both tolerance of difference    and    The panel was informing, interesting, and humorous.
appreciation of similarities; They spoke about a lot of good issues dealing with
Relationship between people gay/lesbians. It was good and I was also surprised
important: parent-child, to see that the panelists’ friends and families
audience-panel; Society and accepted it well and didn't cause conflict. They were
homophobia pressures. all very happy with themselves which is also good. I

hope to see society accept homosexuality
and get rid of it's ignorance toward it.

4 Construct dialogue about sexuality; I think that being gay is not a choice one makes.
Self-Friends have dealt with issue; I can't explain why I am heterosexual - that's just
Appreciation of diversity, e.g., who I am. I think that is the same for homosexuals. I
“we can learn from them”; think we can look up to the people on the panel for
Recognize cultural pressures. their honesty and courage. This class has reduced

the stigma...
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Table 4
    Sex Education: Coding Scheme for Analysis of Moral Development in Written Comments
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Code Value Criteria Examples
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
1 “My” values; Hiding facts; Pregnancy, STDs, or other diseases are

Delay informing of details; very unlikely to happen if a person does
Abstinence as only option. not have sex. Humans are not dogs, and

can control their sexual urges.
Abstinence is 100% effective.

2 Assume shared values; Tell facts; I would teach only the scientific aspects
Inform WHAT of facts; Topic of sexuality. AIDS. Birth control.
approach: physiology, abstinence, AIDS will kill you ... and knowing about
contraception, disease; Dispel the disease greatly encourages the use of
myths; Safety or consequences condoms for birth control. We don't want
threat approach. kids dying. I would stress condom use

though. Abstinence is a joke to kids.

3 “Child’s” values; Ask for thoughts For a middle school, I would want to give
and tell facts; Inform on WHAT and the message that they don't need to have
IF of facts; Choice/decision sex to tell someone they love them, but
process; Pressures of peers, if they do that they should use
family, media. protection (discuss options also).

4 Evolution of values; Involve in The most important issue would be to
discussion; Talk to others; HOW understand    the perspective of the other   
of facts and interactions;     gender    in how they might approach
Coping with pressures to decide and sexuality. This deals with their thoughts
take responsibility for decisions; on abstinence, emotions, birth control,
Decision as constructed within a or techniques.
relationship.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Table 5
    Sexual Coercion: Coding Scheme for Analysis of Moral Development in Written Comments
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Code Value Criteria Examples
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
1 Personal reaction only; I think rape is a terrible thing, but I also think that a

Personal situation only; lot of time men can catch a lot of shit even if they
No context; All women/all men; don't do anything wrong. I'm not saying rape
Has always happened; False doesn't exist, but it has become too easy for women
claims are bigger problem. to get men in trouble. Women have often abused

their power by taking the things too far.

2 Consent as obvious; Rape=bad; Rape is a physical manifestation of evil.
False claims equal problem; No means no. If a woman has any
Educate=women be careful. reservations, back off. It's that simple.

3 Consent discussed as both sides/ I thought the class was sort of rude during parts
relationship; False claims part of this lecture. I thought that was inconsiderate.
of problem; Court/media, larger I feel that rape is a topic everyone needs to be educated
system mentioned; on. When a woman says no, people should take it
Educate=both men and women. as no. Those statistics of the attitudes shocked me.

No women or man asks for rape; dressing a
certain way doesn't justify rape.

4 Cultural climate constructed; After watching these clips I have come to realize that
Perceptions, myths, messages RAPE does occur between couples and even married
influence use of power; couples. More often than people jumping out of the
Socio-legal system influences; bushes. I can't seem to understand how men think
Educate=societal effort. women provoke rape! Where are they getting these

ideas? I completely agree that videos are effecting our
culture's views on female sexuality = violent behavior.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________


